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ОN ТНЕ РRОВLЕМ ОР ТНЕ РАRTIСПРАТТОN ОF у АND I IN
тне loss of jers
Тhe following abbreviations are used for the names of languages and related terms:
Вg — Вulgarian Вr — Веlorussian ChS1 — Сhurch Slavonic CS — Сommon Sla
vic Сz — Сzech Е — east(ern) Gr — Greek IE — Indo-European La — Latin Li — Li
thuanian М — Масеоionian Мо — modern N — north(ern) О — old ОСS — Оld Church
Slavonic Р — Рolish PN — personal name РU — Proto-Ukrainian R — Russian SС —
Serbo-Croatian Sk — Slovak S1 — Slavic W — west(ern).
Тhe abbreviations for grammatical terms are the customary ones.
In the translitеration of ОU texts г is rendered as g, и and i as i and the jers are
retained; in that of Мiddle Ukrainian (МU) г is rendered as h, и and i as y, b as", ь as",
and ы as y. Тhe cut-offdate between the two periods is 1387 (this is purely conventional
and does not imply that the sound changes in question necessarily occurred at or about
that year). For both periods „jat" is rendered as ёand „jus mal" as e independently of
their sound value.
When jers arose from i and й in late CS, presumably by the 9th c",
they were excluded from the position next to j. In that position, after j, only
i (i) was admitted, beforej it was i unchanged and y (4), from й. Тhis situa
tion basically obtains in all S1 languages except R, in which the adjacency
of j did not preclude the evolution of i and й to ь and o" which afterwards
followed the normal development of these vowels (except word-initially).
* G. Y. Shevelov. А Prehistory of Slavic. Нeidelberg 1964, p. 438.
* Тhe term „tense Jers" popularized by A. Saxmatov in the middle period of his
scholarly activity (e.g. in his Оёerk sovreтетnogo russkogo literaturnogo jazyka written in
1911—1912 and published posthumously, see Iz trudov Saxтatova po sovтетеппоти rus
skоти jazykн. М 1952, p. 260) was an awkward and unnecessary disguise for these i and й.
Не did not use this term in his early studies — he spoke then of „irrational" i and y, see
e.g. his „Issledovanija v oblasti russkoj fonetiki", RFИ 29, 1893, p. 33, — nor in his later
work, including his opus таgтит, Оёerk drewnejSego perioda istorii russkogo jazyka, Р 1915,
where he called them polukratkie, e.g. p. 20. Тhis unjustified term still survives in some
derivative works.
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Тhe inadmissible sequences j+ь, о+j and b+f were, however, con
stantly generated on syntactic and morphemic boundaries. In principle this
could have led to an expansion of the sequences fь, 3) and if at the expense
ofji, y) and if resp. Тhis may have been a prereauisite for an involvement of
the latter sequences in the forthcoming loss offers. Маny facts of the histo
rically attested S11anguages apparently indeed point to such an involvement.
Тhis phenomenon of the partial involvement of i and y in the loss offers
varies from one Sl language to another. Моreover the pertinent facts are
often inconsistent and even seemingly contradictory within a single language.
Аttempts to find some comprehensive regularities which would apply to
al1 S1 languages have failed."
Under these conditions, it is expedient to postpone any all-S1 genera
lizations until the problem has been tackled in individual S1 languages, in
cluding all their historical and dialectal minutiae. It is hoped that, when we
have adequate knowledge of what occurred in the individual languages, cer
tain regularities of a more general character will become graspable.
Тhe present study, in partial fulfillment of this task, concentrates on
Ukrainian.* Four configurations are discussed: fi word-initially; it word-me
dially and word-finally; уf; and ij. This is followed by remarks on the scope
and impact of the introduction offers, instead of i and y, in these configu
1at1ОnS.
1. Word-initial sequence fi
Оn the basis of such forms as dial ihld "needle' vs. hólka (< *jigala,
*jigalaka), it is traditionally assumed that i after j in word-initial syllables
* Моst typical is Saxmatov's struggling with the problem in his Оёerk drevnej
$ego perioda. In many parts of the book he returned to the S1 data devoting over 30 pages
to it (15—18, 20—28, 219—227, 257—265, 305—307) but could not arrive at any satis
factory general solution. Likewise unsuccessful was the attempt by N. Рseniènova („К
istorii reducirovannyx y, i v vostoënoslavjanskix jazykах". Filologiёeskie nauki 3, 1, 1960)
limited to ES1 and basing only on dialects (with insufficient knowledge of the U ones)
in complete disregard of any historical evidence.
* Тhe author operates here under the following assumptions which he has attemp
ted to prove elsewhere and which are to be taken for granted in this article: Phonemic
pitch and quantity were lost in the PU dialects in the 10th c; the phonetic value of ё in
ОU was (ё) in the S dialects, [ie) in the N dialects; the strong jers were not „reduced vow
els"; jers were completely lost by the mid-12th c; the loss offers was preceded by the loss
of their stressabilty; the loss of weak jers caused no compensatory lengthening in o and e
of preceding syllables, but did cause the narrowing of these vowels intoд and, in a position
before ь, в resp. Тhe latter coalesced with ё.
Тhe periodizaton of the history of U adapted here is as follows: Proto-Ukrainian
(РU), before the appearance of written texts (the mid-11th c); Оld Ukrainian (ОU), from
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was like jers subject to loss in the weak position but preserved as a vowel
in the strong position, though as i and not as e. When i was lost, according
to this view, the cluster j+С was simplified somewhat later by the loss of
j: "jigoloka > *jgolka > hбlka. Тhis explanation seems also to apply to a
few other words to wit тату "have', hra play', skrytysja "sparkle (Н. Вar
vinok 1902)", kryha "ice (< *jinati, *jigra, *jiskr-, *jikr-, cf. R dial ikrd
"ice-floe"), possibly iz ~ 2 "from" (< *jis), if one assumes that is first arose
before words which had a weak jer in the initial syllable (із рьіетісё "from
wheat") while 2 arose in all other positions (g trazy "from grass').
Тhis view does not, however, explain, the forms ikra "spawn (with
probably the same root as in kryha), іта "name (with optional jin jтёппja,
and dial тпja ~ тnje — N Вukovyna, Нucu1, Роkuttia a.o.) and iтооirnyj
"likely" (with an optional change i- > j-).
Тhe alternations t : + or i : j or zero-vowel forms alone are found not
only in those words which began in "ji- but also in those which had (j)i-,
notably ity ~jty "walk', s’katy "delouse" and i ~j 'and (cf. Li eiti "go",
ieskбti "seek'; i and most likely goes back to IE *ei); some PN, that were
introduced with Сhristianity also participate in these alternations: Ioan ~
~Joan, Ioasko ~ Vasko, hence the family name Иdséenko, Ilja ~ dial
па Lljи "at the day of St. Elias (Drohyёyn).8
Оn the other hand, the presence of stress keeps an i- of whatever ori
gin intact and not subject to alternations: toolha auriole', iho yoke, Ihor
РN, ihraska "toy", ileт "elm", insyj 'other’, inij ~ inёj 'hoarfrost', iskra "spark",
istyk "plow scraper’, istупа "truth'. Some of these words are later loans from
СhS1 (iho) and possibly P (istyk) but not all of them.
Сases of the type ity ~fty show that, in losing the vowel of the initial
syllable, no distinction was made between i and i; the lack of the loss of the
vowel under stress shows that, at the time when the jers had lost their stres
sability (which preceded the general loss offers by about a century) the vowel
in duestion was not fer-like. Тhese observations suggest that the vowel
subject to loss in all the cases under examination was not a ь but an i and
that the loss of that vowel was not identical with the loss offers.
the mid-11th to the last guarter of the 14th c; Мiddle Ukrainian (МU), from the end of
the 14th to the end of the 18th c; Мodern Ukrainian (Мо0), since the late 18th c.
* Оuoted from В. Нrinёenko, Slovar ukrajijns’koji тоху, К 1909, s.v.
* Тhe palatalization of s" may be due to the transitory presence of f: *jskati >
> s’katy.
* It may also go back to Was’ko : Иasyl".
8 F. Кliméuk. „Specifiéeskaja leksika drogièinskogo Poles'ja" in AN SSSR, In
stitut slavjanovedenija. Leksika Polesja. М 1968, p. 45.
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Тhat conclusion drawn from МоL data is corroborated by ОU data.
Тhere is not a single record of the loss of that vowel in the initial syllable
of the words under consideration at the time of the loss ofjers, i.e., the mid
—12th c." Аs a matter of fact, the earliest instances of that kindstem from the
late 13th cand become common in the 14th c but even then they concern
only two words: ітёii ~ тёii and is - з: (пе)тать 1 sg, (ne)таte 2 pl,
оёrои тёie "have faith (Еvs 1283); (пе)тать (Plkrp 1307); b(о)&ть istoorё
пьjeть "by God's will', istalosja 'take place neutsg pret (Сh 1370, Lvov—
replacing older so and s); ізь bratoть "with brother’, istalasja torhuolja "tra
ding took place (Ch 1378, Реremysl — replacing older s); о isverieтьі
'on completion (FlРs 1384); s toho sela "from that village (Ch 1421, Lvov);
is’oeean" tied" (LG 14с); та/et 3 sg (Сh 1434, Luck), etc.19
Тhe inference from these data is that СS i after j in the word-initial
syllable never changed in PU into ь but remained i. When quantity was lost
in vowels this i coalesced with i; hence the identity of treatment of both,
possible only after the loss of distinction in quantity. The loss offers should
not and did not concern this vowel; hence there is no trace of its disappea
rance in the 12th and most of the 13th c."
Тhe new development that began at the end of the 13th c was probably
triggered by the confusion of two prepositions/prefixes: so and ig. When
so lost its o, in a position before a (paired) voiced consonant, it was realized
as з; on the other hand, is before voiceless consonants was realized as is:
2 doтот "with house — s seloт "with village', is doти "from house — is
sela from village". Тhus the two prepositions/prefixes became confused and
merged into is/is ~ s/s grasped as one, and i- obtained the status of option
ality. Upon that, i- was easily assigned the function of a cluster-breaker.
In this capacity it was added to some other words which did not have it
* Тhe forms without i- before je in foreign words (Jerusalyn, Jeryxбn, Jeremija)
common in U were used in ОСS and ChS1 and do not constitute a U change proper. Тhe
loss of i- in some Christian names (Sydir "Ioi8opoc, Sakij "Похбжиос, Нnat "IYv3rtos a.o.
Сf Lariona gen — НankМ 14c, Sydorenko — Reg 1649, Суhyryn, Patёia gen — РАК
1667. Оuoted from МS 163v, СОПDR 1874, 2, p. 3, Мodzalevskij 1, 103) probably was
U although the possibility, slight as it is, cannot be ruled out that the forms without i
may have come from Gr dialects. In either case such forms are of a later date.
19 Н. Ноloskevyё in IsslРR/а 3, 2 (1914), p. 38; Sobolevskij, Оёerki, p. 38; Rozov,
pp. 18, 25, 92, 128; МS, f. 6; Р. Вuzuk in ZbКDIUМ, p. 127.
** Тhis is also confirmed by geographical considerations. The loss of fers was
common to all the dialects of ОU; but this was not true of the loss of(j)і- in the word
-initial syllable. The Transcarpathian dialects as a rule preserve i-in such words as ihraty
"play', is katy, ihla, imdt 3 sg. Сf I. Pankevyё. Narys istoriji иkrajins’kyx zakarpats’kyx
hoporiv. Pr 1958, p. 38.
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etymologically, notably rather soon, in the 15th c, to the preposition k 'to',
e.g. yk" sети "to this' (Моld 1463), уk kotoryт (Izm 1496); cf. also yikody
"damage dat sg (Моld 1435), bез узrady "without treason" (Моld 1462),
etc.; in МоС ik, iklo 'fang", dial id 'to' (a blend of ik and do, cf. уd &етсfит
"to reapers — UК 1695," and secondarily d : d тбrju to sea — Stefanyk
1897)", ТranscЕ of the Rikaièdaty "wait'(yёdal mascsg pret— Njag 1758)",
Donec ispliat' sleep 3 p1“ — cf. R k, klyk, ёdat', spjat, — on the other
hand dial (Polissia) stбtny identical vs. StU istбtnyj 'essential'." Тhe in
troduction of t-in isбо, isla "go masc and fem pret (previously $ыle, $ыla)
was favored by its presence in the infand prestense (ity, idй), but essentially
it is the same new i-as in ik, etc. (Prsp 1561: уsly… паrodove "people walked";
IV 1600: snajsol find mascsg pret; Smvd 1702: ёebу уsly "so that they
walk')."
From the contextually motivated pairs with no semantic distinction,
z ~ iz, k ~ ik, klo ~ iklo, the optionality in the use of the word-initial i
spread to words with etymologically justified (j)i-, whether from CS i, i or
ei, and to some words of foreign origin, but not to the stressed i- It is likely
that in optionally losing their i- these words first retained j: ity ~fty and
ihrd ~ *jhra (cf. na jтia by name — РАК 1665)." Whether in a given
word.j before a consonant was retained or lost before modern times depended
on the morphemic make-up of the word and contexts in which it was typi
cally used. E.g., in ity ~fty the loss off was inadmissible because the word
would be reduced to a mere ending; in *jhra this factor did not preclude
the loss off (hr-sufficiently represented the root) and, after words ending
in a consonant, the cluster С+jhr- craved for simplification. The entire
** Е. Нurmuzaki. Dоситетie privitor la istoria Roтdnilor I, 2 (Вucharest 1890),
p. 861; II, 2 (1891), pp. 693, 700; О. Тrebin, ZNТК 7 (1910), p. 14; Ju. Javorskij, NZb
LJ3hТРr 5 (1927), p. 159.
** V. Stefanyk, Троту. Regensburg 1947, p. 10.
14 SbOR/aS 97, 1921, p. 6.
** Оral information from Dr. D. Ijewliw, from Soncivka (Кrasne), rajon Velyka
Novosilka, obl. Donec'k.
** Leksika Polesja, p. 91. Вut МоLJ iséё "yet (e.g. iszcze — Duma 1651 (4SPh
2, 1876, p. 300), Кot1 1, 6 pass.) in alternation with Sёe (replacing ОU jeSёe) may go back
to ОU ёSée (e.g. Нур 1151, 1164, 1169) with the regular charge é > i. In ОU records
such forms typically appear after the conjunctions i, ti and may have resulted from a
partial assimilation of the initial(j)e- to the preceding i. Ноwever, it cannot be ruled out
that fesée could have lost its first syllable by a leveling with other monosyllabic particles
(cf. sée — РКМ 1690 Storоёenki 6 (1908), p. 63 and subsequently a prothetic i was added.
" Trudy 3 ArxS 2. К 1878, p. 90; Vysens’kyj, p. 62; Samovydec', p. 8.
17" Мodzalevskii 1, p. 39.
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clevelopment was thus not a universal phonetic law but a contextually sprea
cing analogical process. This accounts for a certain irregularity in its re
presentation in Мо’U, although the general pattern of the distribution i- ~
~j- ~ + is fairly obvious: only i- under stress; typically + in alternation
with i-before consonantal clusters if not stressed (Нnat PN, hra, klo, kryha:
Ihтdt, ihra, iklo,** ikra); and j- in alternation with i- (unstressed) before
single consonants (Joan, jтёппja, jтооirnyj.jпdkSe"otherwise": Ivan, iтёппja,
imovirnyj, indkse). Тhe use of t- and + forms is not contextually condition
ed; on the contrary, j-forms may be used only if the preceding word ends
in a vowel and there is no pause in between. Оn the phonetic level, this vowel
in combination with j forms a diphthong as, e.g., in тоiéjтёппja "my name".
Тhe loss of i- in the verb тёti : тать "have is documented as early
as is : 2 and even a little earlier. It was, however, a special case both in cause
and in treatment. It is first found in Evs 1283 written in Peremysl" or Xolm,
i.e., in the western borderland of the Ukraine. Тhe first charters in which
it appears also originated in Peremysl". Тhen it spread eastwards, and, in
the 15th c, one also finds such forms in Volhynia and Мoldavia (та!y pl
pret — Мold 1454, тафии 3 p1 — Мold 1460)". All the early records with
these forms contain no other words with i- lost. Тhus the forms without i
in this root must have had a special cause. Моst likely they arose in the
phrases пе+iтат, пе+іта, etc., which were widely used as negation (Мо’U
пета "is not") and in which, under the condition of emphasis on ne, the fo1—
lowing vowel was dropped. А factor favoring this change was that the
omission of i-introduced an eduasyllabicity between the affirmative and the
negative forms." The western origin of the forms without i- in U makes
one suspect a P influence. In Р the forms тied : тат (but only iтаб "catch")
are attested from 1387 on, i.e., a century later than in U (the forms ітіеё:
: iтат survived in Р— but not in U — well into the 16th c), but this is due
to the lack of P records before that time.*9 Тhe forms without i- could easily
have arisen in P much earlier than 1387. Ноwever, in Poland the center of
irradiation of the mied-type forms, as shown by М. Zembatу-Мichalakowa,"
was Great Poland, while in В Роland (Little Poland and Маzovia) the imied
: iтат forms had not been abandoned even in the 15th c. Тhis fact speaks
** Probably the secondary stress taken over from the pl.
*** V. Rusanivs’kyj, ed. Ukrajinski hramoty XV st. К 1965, pp. 103, 111.
** А parallel development in this verb can be observed in Вg and SС, languages
which otherwise preserve the word-initial i intact: Вg iтат "I have": пjdтат "I have not".
** Роlska Akademia Nauk, Slozonik staropolski, IV, s.v. тіеё.
* М. Zembatу-Мichalakowa. „Оbocznosé ітіеё || тіеё w staropolszczyznie". Jezyk
poiski, XXXIX, 5, pp. 339 ff.
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for the independent rise of тёii : тат forms in WU; moreover, it is auite
possible that in В Роland, which is situated between the two тёiilтіеё:
тат areas, such forms spread not only under GreatР but also WU influence.
In records of the 12th to 14th c, cases are numerous in which the ne
gation particle ne before i- of the next word is spelled as nё, e.g., пё іcтesětь
se "not to carry out 3 sg (ЕРСross 1161), пё ітать "I do not have (Dobr
1164), пёiegьтаза "banish 3 p1 aor (АрFr 13c), пё idéte "do not go (Наnk
13c), тёistergnetь "he will not wrench (РG 13c), пё ітёii (РА 1307), пёi(z)&е-
пои 1 sg, пёізтoliто "implacably" (ESPrm 1325), пёiséёte "do not seek (LG
14c), пё iséetь 3 sg (ВybАр 14c), пё ispraviSь "correct 2 sg (Нур 1140) and
many more.* Usually such a „new ё" occurs before a syllable with a weak
jer, e.g., пё зrist "see" 2 sg (< ne zыrisi. НоrG 13c).** Instances of that type
seem to imply that i-affected the preceding e precisely as ь, i.e., it was, con
trary to the statements avove, *jь- Such a conclusion, however, would be
incorrect. The facts show that the two developments ne > пё, before a syl
lable with i—and before a syllable with a weak ь were not of the same char
acter. First, U charters of the 14th c, which have many cases of the „new ё"
before a lost ь do not have it before i-. Secondly, even in those texts which
do have the „new ё" in both cases the freguency before i-seems to be much
lower and diminishing in course of time: Dobr 1164 has 74x e vs. 86 х ё
before i-, Ga1G 1288 resp. 102 vs. 51, — whereas the curve of the frequency
of the „new ё" before the lost ь increases.* Since the „new ё" was (ё), one
may assume that there took place in the mid-12th ca narrowing of the vowel
in ne before j— which, however, did not survive beyond the 14th c, possibly
because the j- which conditioned this narrowing was lost in the sequence
fi-; in contrast, the „new ё" from e before a lost ь typically (albeit not in the
particle ne) developed into i.
2. Word-теdial and aord-final sequence ji
In the word-medial position (as well as word-finally) after a vowel,
i(ii) was treated as fь should. In the strong position this ь as usual yielded e,
** В. Rybakov. Russkie datirovannye nadpisi XI—XIИ pekov. М 1964, p. 32; So
bolevskij, Оёerki, p. 11; N. Volkov in RFИ 24 (1890), p. 236; МS, 218 v; Кatuйniacki
1888, p. 110; I. Patkevyё in ZNTS, 123—124 (1917), p. 23; Ja. Ноrdynskyi in ZNTS
126—127 (1918), p. 189; Sobolevskij, Оёerki, p. 42; Р. Коркo in DS 51 (1912), p. 8.
** О1. Коlessa in Naukovyj jиоilejnyj zbirnyk Ukrajins’koho итiversytetu o Prazi,
prysujaëепуj Т. Н. Маsarykowi, I. Prague 1925, p. 415.
** О. Маlkova. „К voprosu o vlijanii „nejotirovannyx glasnyx" na predsestvujusèij
5 v predlogax i e v otricanii v drevnerusskom jazyke". АN SSSR, Russkaja istorideskaja
leksikologija. М 1968, pp. 134, 136.
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in the weak position it was lost: рь заjеть "loanwise (РА 1307, FlРs 1384),
заеть "borrow nom sg masc past part (Нур 1176), (Сf ozает — Litk 1600,
zajeтnyk "borrower — Sln 1642, ozajeтne adv — Нrab 1710), prieть "ас
cept nom sg masc past part (Dobr 1164, Нур 1190) — Мо0 ozajётпу)
"mutual (pryjётпуj pleasant is rather borrowed from P and Сz); dostojeть
"worthy" (Dobr 1164, GalG 1288, PG 13с, Наnk 13c, Verk 14с) — МоС
dostбjinstvo dignity“ is a later borrowing from RСhS1 or R — cf. dostoёnstvё
1ocsg — РВ 1623; паетnika "hireling (РG 13c) — МоLJ dial najётnyk;
Апофеть "purulent (Verk 14с); Мо’Ugen pl of the typejajéc from jajсё "egg'
(Сf iaiec — Lst Luck 1552, jajecok" — Rad 1676), обjen from ojna 'war'
(cf. обет" — Sak 1622); Мо0 inst sg forms of the type hтдет from hnij
"manure (< *gnoj-ьть, cf. СhS1 gтоiть in Usp 12c), etc.*
It is true that in ОU texts forms with i are not rare in this position,
e.g. vo заіть (РSin 11с), паіттіky "hirelings (На1 1144, Iur 1128, LvrG
1329), vodolёicь "water carrier (Izb 1073), srebrobiiсь "silver chaser" (ApХr
12c) a.o., but these are ChS1. А special case was an interplay of i in the word
—initial position and je word-medially. Е. g., in Нур іть оёry "believing"
(1097) vs. priеть (1190) is what one expects; but priіть (1185) is a blend of
the two and so is eть jи за roukои "taking her hand" (РG 13c). МоС обjin
"warrior probably is ChS1 (Сf ediть отъ роеть "one of warriors — PG 13c),*
but it may have resulted from grammatical leveling with other words which
contained the singulative suffix -in- (МоС -yn-) as seljanyn "peasant".
In the word-final position, -i after j was also treated as expected, i.e.,
as weak and to be lost, e.g., in 2 sgimp ("stoji — Мо0 stif "stand'), nomsg
masc of the pronominalized adj ("solaji— МоС зlyf "evil'), dat— 1ocsg fem
("coloji — Мо0 зlij), but not in the nom pl masc: from "гыliji we would
expect "зlyj, but in fact the old form is represented by "sliji, later *slyjy
(МоU зli results from a later development). Оbviously, as in subst and pron,
that form was influenced by the accp1 (зыyjё) and the nom pl masc "fi from
*ji "he which, being monosyllabic, was to preserve its vowel.
** I. Райкеvyè in ZNTS, 123—124 (1917), p. 22; МS, 48; А. Gruzinskij in СОNL,
22 (1911), p. 23; О1. Ноrbaё, Persyj rukopysnyj иkrajins’ko-latyns’kyj slovnyk Arsenija
Коrec’koho-Satanovs’koho ta Jepifanija Slavynec'koho. Rome 1968, р. 69; Нr. Нrabjanka,
Dёjstoyja pregёl'noy... brany Bohdana Хтеl'nyckoho. К 1854, p. 10; Sobolevskij, Оёerki,
pp. 6, 12; Sobolevskij, Оёerki, p. 39; Каiuйniacki 1888, p. 3; МS, 272 v; А. Nikol'skij
in RFи, 32 (1894), p. 287; Тitov, pp. 82, 46; А/u2R vi, 1 (1887), p. 180; V. Simanovskii,
Оёerki po istorii russkix таrеёij, W 1893, p. 21; Uspenskij sbornik, p. 162.
** Sinajskij paterik, p. 300; Voskresenskij, p. 100; МS, p. 234; Izbornik... 1073 g.,
р. 251; Каiuйniacki 1896, p. 46; Каiuzniacki 1888, pp. 101, 210.
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In summary, since the word-medial and word-final seguence ji, con
trary to the word-initial one, did participate in the loss offers and as a rule
was treated as fь, one can assume that thisji had changed intojь. Тhe reason
for such a development should have been morphological. Except in the root
*jьт- (iт-) after a prefix, this sound sequence apperred on morphemic boun
daries, in the same positions and with the same functions as С (other than
j)+ь, cf., e.g. *gтоj-in-o and grиd—ьп-о "bumpy", "gnoj-i and kon'-ь. Тhe ar
ticulatory difference between the two allomorphs was minimal. When the
two allomorphs merged in the formula С (including j)+ь, this in turn was
transferred to what was virtually the only root involved, where the change
was supported by the morphological pattern, in 3rd-class verbs, of alterna
ting e (later "a) with ь: ёati : 3ыпju, jati: tьти, etc. and accordingly, fati :
:*jьти. Similarly, when allomorphic endings -fi were reshaped into -jь,
this was generalized for all word-final fi sequences so that, e.g., the gen pl
of the type"поёiji (when -i/-ь did not occur after consonants other than j)
was transformed into "поёifь (or поёьfь — see below, section 4).
Тhe preceding discussion may thus be paraphrased as follows: word
-initial fi did not change into fь and conseauently did not participate in the
1oss offers; word-internal and word-finalji secondarily changed into jъ and
consequently did participate in the loss offers without any peculiarities of
its own.
Тhe above applies only to i after j. Аttempts to explain the loss of
word-final i in 2 sg pres, 2sg imp (after other consonants than j), infa.о.
as other manifestations of the same alleged phonetic law (Saxmatov") have
failed for good reason. Тhese phenomena belonged mostly to an other time
and certainly had different causes.
3. The sequence yf
In this sequence, y was never identified with ь either phonetically (the
only such spelling in ОU known to me is итE}о "wash 1 sg in Jur 1128,*
probably ascribal error or a R feature) or in the double treatment according
to the position, weak or strong. In other words, the loss offers did not affect
y: it has been preserved in all positions, e.g. туf "wash 2 sg imp and туfи
1 sg pres and correspondingly ryf "dig and ryfи, ду) "howl" and pyfи, пуf
** Оёerk drevnefiego perioda, p. 222 f.
** Аs cited by Saxmatov, Оёerk drevnejiego perioda, p. 226.
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"ache" and пуju and also stry) "uncle': stryja gen sg (Нур 1093: stryja), ро
туji 'slops", kyj 'stick": kyjd gen sg, Куjio "Кiev"; ОU also syj being (Izb
1076 a.o.; cf. in МJ 1641: ojiy: qui est).*
4. The sequence i7
Тhis sequence was treated strikingly differently from the sequence
yj. In the weak position, as a rule, i in this seauence was treated as ь, i.e.
it was lost. Тhe roots involved are МоU byf "strike 2 sg imp: bfи 1 sg pres,
руf "drink': pfи (and pjdnyj "drunk', pjdoka "leech“"), туj 'wind': ofи and
lyf "pour': Iljи. Тhe forms sjajaly 'shine and gfdfatу "yawn are secondary
and are based on sjaty, still in use, and зjaty (dial), which go back to ОU
sijati, gijati (sьjaxи 3 pl impf— Нур 1074, зьjanija yawning — Usp 12c;
cf. разlьja "pour 3 sg aor — Аrх 1092*). Forms with a vowel in the weak
position are found in two or three of these roots in ОU (e.g. poslija 3sgaor
— Аrх 1092, possibly posье — НankМ 14c) and МU (e.g. дуfи "wind' 1 sg
— IU2 1643; рётес" …оyje "weaves garland — Оnuf 1699; узlyetsja — Нust
1670°), but the ОU spellings are inconclusive because of the optionality
ofspelling i vs. ь before j in ОСS, and the examples in МU are too sporadic
to reverse the above rule.
А suffix was involved in this treatment, notably -j- as in solové) "nigh
tingale': solozja gen sg < *solopiji : solopija, dial also porobef: "sparrow':
oorobjd** and in numerous subst neut usually denoting collectivity or action
in its result.*. In the strong position, this suffix was reflected after the loss
of jers as if, e.g. kopiinyj of spears" (Нур 1174), ёitiiska "concerning life"
(e.g. ёitiiskaja fem ApХr 13c, FlРs 1384 a.o.* Мо0 &уtéjs'kyj is a loan word
from R or RСhS1). In the weak position, the spelling of this suffix in eccle
** Izbornik 1076 g., f. 557; М. Кaras, А. Кarasiowa, Маrіата z Jaslisk dykcionarz
slozviashsko-polski z roku 1641, Wr 1969, p. 78.
** Руjatyka "carousel (Сf. рёetyky — Gal 1663, p. 14) is borrowed from P where
it was a humoristic P-La blend; propyjdka "drunkard is a recent derivation from propyty
"squander in drink'.
** Uspenskij sbornik, p. 147; Аrх. Еv., f. 92v.
** Аrх. Ер., f. 92v; МS, f. 165v; Нraтatyka slovjans’ka I. Uёeoyёa (ed. I. Вilodid,
Jе. Кudryc'kyj). К 1970, p. 33; V. Реretc in SbОR/aS 101 (1926),lp. 143; PSRL 2 (1843),
р. 363.
** For e instead of the expected y, see below, at the end of section 4.
** Identical rules apply to the instr sg of subst fem in a consonant, originally i-stems
as подь: поёыfи, Мо’U піёёfи.
** Каiuйniacki 1896, p. 144. МS, f. 125 pass.
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siastic texts before the loss offers is irrelevant, again because of its optiona
1ity (i or ь) in ОСS and ОU; domestically originated texts of the time decis
ively show a preference for i spellings, e.g. kпеёenije 'reign', poljudije "a tax'
(Сh 1130),** also in the domestic parts of Usp 12с. Тhe situation strikingly
changed with the loss offers: the traditional -ije forms did not disappear en
tirely but many texts have, alongside with them, numerous forms in —ьje
(e.g. Наnk 13с, Мold 14c) and others give clear or absolute preference to
—ьje forms (e.g. Dobr 1164, Еvs 1283, RК 1284, GalG 1288, PG 13c, ZSo
13с, РА 1307, ESPrm 1325, LG 14с, ВуbАр 14с, Нур a.o.). Ассоrding to
Кuraszkiewicz, charters dating from approximately 1350—1459 (some of
which are Br) have ь 341 x, i 96х." Техts such as Vуg 12c with a predom
inance of-ije forms** became theexception. The spellings with ь after the
1oss offers of course do not render avowel but the absence of one; they also
shed light on the preceding epoch by indicating that the spellings both —ьje
and -ije rendered either ь or a front vowel subject to the same treatment as
ь. Furthermore, the entire phonetic evolution of such forms in the centuries
to come proves the same thing: the appearance of the „new ё" in the preceding
syllable (e.g. kатётьje "rccks — РА 1307) and the lengthening of consonants
(МоL kaтіппja) may be explained only by the loss of the vowel before the
ending.
Тhus i (but not y) in the weak position before / was consistently lost
in both roots and suffixes, except in the following words: Syj sew 2 sg imр:
$уfи 1 sg pres, дуf "whose": ёyfa fem, Syja "neck', pryjatel" "friend", зтija
"snake — ОU зтija (Izb 1076) ~ gтьja (Dobr 1164)*. In pryjatel', the
vowel is retained because of a secondary association with the prefix pry
(which etymologically it was not: the word is a СS borrowing from ОНG
friudil or akin to it) and in зтija, i can be derived only from ё, which speaks
for a suffix substitution (cf. such words as teěija "current", реéija "heartburn").
Тhis leaves us with three words, Syfи, $yja, and ёyja all whether by accident
or not beginning with a postdental.
Тhe reason for the different treatments ofy and i before j, y contrary
to i not identified with ajer, may be sought in the fact that articulatorily the
distance between i and ь was smaller than between y and o, the latter com
prising a labial articulation (rounding) directly opposed to that ofу (unroun
ding).
** G. Y. Shevelov, F. Ноlling. A Reader in the History of the Eastern Slavic Lan
днages. NY 1958, p. 2.
** W. Кuraszkiewicz. Gramoty halicko-zpolynskie XIV—XИ zwieku. Кr 1934, p. 31 f.
** Т. Sudnik in UZISl 27 (1963), p. 201.
*** Izbornik 107б, f. 226v; Sobolevskij, Оёerki, p. 6.
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Тhere was, however, no phonetic coalescence of i and b before j, they
came together only in conditions under which the two vowels were lost or
preserved. This follows from the fact that strong i was reflected as i, unlike
ь, which yielded e (in the later development of Uevery i changed to y, so
that in МоС that i, too, is represented as y). Тhere are two deviations in the
reflex of the strong i, in an ending and in a suffix, where Мо0 has e. The
two cases in duestion are the ending of the gen pl of the original i stems and
the suffix -ьj(ь). Тhe two cases are well known, have been discussed many
times, and may, thus, be treated here only briefly.
In the gen pl the expected reflex of *-iji, i.e., -yi is found in quite a
few dialects, especially SW (roughly Pinsk — V of Rivne — N of Ternopil’
— N ofХmel'nyckyj — SW of Веrdyёiv — В of Vinnycja — across Наisyn
— W of Pervomajs'k) but also in enclaves around Xvastiv, at the Lower
Рrypjat", around Каniv, around Poltava and in S Voronez ob1.* Вut, in the
remaining and greater number of dialects and in МоstU, only the ending
-ej is used: поёё) "night", hostéj 'visitor". Тhis ending can go back to —ьji
only. It is generally assumed that still in РU period or in any case before
the loss offers in many dialects ь was introduced in that case form as a re
placement for i. Тhis ь was represented in oblique cases of pl in fem and
masci-stems: dat pl gostьть, поёыть, inst pl gostьті, поёьтi, loc pl gostьхь,
поéьxь. Оnce transferred into the gen pl, the ь (gostьji, поёьfi) followed the
same development as ь in the dat and loc pl: it was reflected as e after the
loss of jers. An additional factor, of later date, which contributed to the
spread of-ef was probably a metanalysis of the form of the gen pl in subst
in -ia, of the type spinija pig', sudija "judge". Аfter the loss of fers they
ended in the gen pl in -ij, а zero ending with the fugitive vowel i (later y);
because the typical fugitive vowel was e, the latter was substituted for i;
due to a metanalysis the final seguence -e) after the loss of j in the stem of
such words (МоС [svyn’а], [sud'a) was assigned the function of an ending.
Оf the competing endings, -yj (поёyj) and -ef (soynej), some dialects gave
preference to one, some to the other.
In the suffix -i}(ь), e before j appears against the general rule in the
nom sg of the word solopё) : solovjd, dialectally also in horobe) - perebё с
~ porobё (NКiev, Cernihiv, Sumy, Rivne, Кobryn). Воih words display
a variety of suffixes in S1: Р slozoik, zoróbel, Sk slavik, orabec, SС slavй),
ordbac, Вg sldoej (< —ё;-), orabёс. Within U, the suffix -ёj(ь) was introduced
** See maps in AN UkRSR, Seredn’онaddniprians’ki hovory, К 1960, p. 160; F.
Zylko, Narysy z dialektolohiji ukrajinskoji тору, К 1966, p. 250 (less detailed), and AN
UkRSR, Praci XII respublikans’koji dialektolohiènoji narady, К 1971, pp. 208, 210.
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in the SW dialects (solovij : solopia), whereas the expected form "solowyj :
"solop(y)ja is not represented either in ОU (except in a ChS1 form slavij)
or in Мо’U.** Тhis form was inconvenient because in the nom sg it did not
differ externally from a pronominalized adj. То avoid this, in most S1 lan
guages and in some of the U dialects a different suffix was introduced, as
shown above. In other U dialects (as well as in Вr) the change was limited
to a substitution of e for y. Тhis was possible because in oblique cases the
vowel of the nom sg (ОU *solovij) alternated with + (see above) and, in
nominal suffixes, the typicalalternants of + were e or o but not i (> у).
5. The nezo sequence o+j
Тhe seduence o+j within morphemes was absent from ОU because
a had never developed from й before j in PU. Вut, on morphemic bounda
ries, such a sequence was constantly regenerated in word derivation and in
synactic groups. Неre three main cases come into consideration.
а) Рronominalized forms of the adj. Моst nominal adj ended in the
nom sg masc (and gen pl) in -й > -a. Тheir pronominalization by adding
the pron *ji falls chiefly into the late СS period, which is not documented
in records, making it impossible to establish documentally which came first:
the change й > y or the formation of the pronominalized adj. StU and a11
dialects point to the second alternative: “dobrй+ji > dбbryj.
Тhis development of the masc sg in adj was followed by the demon
strative pron to that', although this was pronominalized later, in ОU or
РU. In this pron, a changed into y before *ft. (It is of course possible that this
was not a regular phonetic change but patterned on the adj). Тhe ensuing
form tуjis found in numerous texts, e.g., Сh 1352 (Volhynian?), Нур (1152,
1158, 1197, 1261), Veik 14с, Моh 1635, РАК 1668, РКМ 1690 а.о." Тhe
texts in duestion originate from all major areas of the Ukraine. In МоU,
the form tyj possibly survives in ty3den "week < tyj-ёe-den (patterned on
** Solovyj in РВ 1627 (Leksykon slovenoros’kyj Ратду Ветуndy, ed. V. Niméuk, К
1961), p. 115 is ambiguous. It also can be read solovi), i.e. going back to *solovёi. Ассоr
ding to Pseniènova 53 solovyj is found in „several settlements" in obl. Sumy, Cernihiv and
Кivne.
** Rozov, p. 5; А. Nikol'skij in RFИ, 32 (1894), p. 288; Аfи2R, I, 7 (К 1887), p.
60; Моdzalevskij, 1, p. 136; Storo3enki, 6, p. 59.
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Р tydzien), otherwise toj is used, a product of the secondary pronominaliz
ation, after the loss offers: tъ > to and then to+j > toj (a parallel to SС
ta)).**
b) In syntactic contexts, the seduences -ъ-+j- were potentially arising
in virtually every speech utterance. It cannot be established if the sequences
-a-i-j- were inadmissible, but it is certain that in numerous cases a was reali
zed in them as y. Spellings of that kind abound in ОU records and consti
tute one of their distinctive marks, being much less freguent in ОСS and
rather exceptional in ОR texts:* ota plodozy (= plodooъ gen pl) ixь "of their
fruit', oy іте (= oъ іте) "in name (Izb 1073), prijaty i "he accepted him",
оy istinoи "in truth (Arx 1092), etc.** In cases where the seguence -ъ--j-
is rendered intact in ОU records there is no way to say whether this was
merely a traditional (and morphophonemic) spelling or whether there were
actual fluctuations and optionality in the language. Оrthographically, the
choice of-a or —y was clearly optional and apparently arbitrary. In any event,
the adequacy of the —y < —ь spellings is established by the fact that they
continue well after the loss of weak jers. If these letters rendered -a, it would
have been lost; it should have been y that was retained in the weak posi
tiОn.44
Тhe decline of such sandhi forms probably began in the late 13th c.
From that time on, one finds before(j)i-prepositions in -o spreading along
side those in —у: ko Is(иs)ои "to Jesus' (Ga1G 1288), po isxoda on way out'
(РА 1307), iso istlёпье "from rotting (НаnkМ 14c), oto izbisènogo from
household tax (Сh after 1349), etc." The forms in -o that arose before a
weak jer not preceded by j were now transferred into the position before j-:
the motivation for the distinction of the two cases obviously was lost.
*** Аccording to Рseniènova 50 tуf is „encountered“ in „separate places" in obl
Кharkov. (Where?)
** Saxmatov, „Веiträge zur russischen Grammatik", АSPh 7, 1884, p. 73 ff, con
sidered this phenomenon so typical of ОU that he suggested assigning texts to ОU (in
his terminology of the time, SR) on the basis of this feature alone.
43 Izbornik... 1073, ff. 117b, 246; Аrх. Еo., ff. 126, 1v.
44 Веcause the actual pronunciation tended to bey, for the sophisticated contem
poraries it may have become fashionable to write a where y was pronounced. This is in
all likelihood what caused the choice of a in the inscription Апа raina on the French royal
charter of 1063 (М. Рrou, Recueil des actes de Philippe I" roi de France. Сhartes et di
plomes relatifs a l’histoire de France, I. Р 1908, p. 47). We cannot consider here the more
than half a century of debate on this „signature". It suffices to say that this fer before j
is not a true jer and is therefore worthless for restoring the sound value of that vowel.
** Sobolevskij, оёerki, p. 41; I. Райkevyёin ZNТS 123—124 (1917), p. 13; МS, f
41v; Rozov, p. 3.
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c) Prefixes in -ь before roots in j- were subject to the general rule of
the replacement of a by y; but those prefixes in other contexts appeared,
with high freguency, ending in -ь. Неnce, with a tendency to generalize
one form, a conflict arose between the two treatments. Ноwever, the phone
tic innovation obviously dominated, to judge by the fact that y forms were
virtually generalized and prevailed through the entire МU period; they
still survive in many dialects, especially NU, Sjan, Lemk and Transc NV
of Мukаёeve (If a dialect has different reflexes ofОU i and y, it is always
that ofy which is used, e.g. Lemk odyjti "go away", rozybrati "take asunder").
Моreover from the prefixes which ended in -ь (s, podь, пad, pered), у
spread to those which had —ь optionally (ot ~ ota), those which did not
have it at all (раз, ros, bes, ie) and finally it was transferred even into words
whose roots did not begin in f. It is only in МоС that forms in -i (from o)
and more rarely -o were introduced into the above-mentioned types of words
to replace the -у- forms.
Тhus one can speak of three periods in the history of prefixes ending
in a consonant (originally with or without a fer). In ОU, even prefixes ending
in -o and followed by f- usually were not allowed — at least in writing — to
change this a into y; other prefixes did not bring about any changes in the
root nor did they themselves change before a vowel (1). In МU, у was ge
neralized as a link between the prefix and the root beginning in j or in a
consonantal cluster, forms in -o being used only marginally (2). In Мо’U
i and partly o was substituted for МU у (3).
In tabular form (arrows indicate the scope and the direction of
generalizations):
-ъ or С+syl- -ъ or С in any -o+(j)i or syl- -o in any
—ь or С+(j)і- lable with other configu- lable with weak other confi
weak jer ration jer or i guration
ОU sa+ iti so-i-rovati sъ— biti ро+ iti po+biti
roz+iti(se) roz+ rъoati ros+kazati po+rovati
МU зy(j)ty 2yrpaty зbyty рцfty pobyty
- .------—————э-
rozy(j)ty(sia) rozyrvaty rockaзaty ритvaty
Late МU zijty girvaty 2byty pity pobyty
and МоU rozifty(sja) rogirvaty rозkaзaty pirvaty
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Тhe problem of prefixes is however a special topic to be treated else
where. It has been studied by Hancov and Andersen" but many details
still avait clarification and some aspects of the views expressed need re
vision.
6. The nezo sequence ь+j.
Like b+j, the sequence ь+f was constantly regenerated on morpheme
and word boundaries. The three cases discussed in section 5 for o+j apply
here as well, but in a different scope.
а) In the pronominalized adj, the same rules operated as in relation
to ь, but the number of adj involved was much smaller. Тhus a Мо0 adj
of the „soft" type, say, veёirnij evening may come either from РU *oеёe
rin'i+ji or from "реёerьт’ь+ji to become "veёerьт’iji (the first alternative
is the more likely).
Later, in the ОU period, a similar development affected the demon
strative pron sь, in pronominalization *sъ+ji. The ensuing form sij (later
syj) is broadly represented in МU texts, though in competition with sejand
ses e.g., in SES 1284, Наlyё charters 1409, 1418 and 1424, Нур (1037),
Verk ml4c, PeretcG ca 1500, МoldG 1502, МichG 1526, ZahorivG 1563,
DG 1585, Jaz1G 116с, Кор 1624 (sёj zakon "this law"), КТriod 1627, PerProl
1632, Маrg Хust NV 1645, РАК (1664, 1678), КZ 1690, U2hМеn 17c,
UК 1695, РКМ 1740 а.о"., thus representing all regions except NU, al
beit at present this form survives in WPolissia.
b) Under sandhi conditions, word-final —ь before j— changed into i
either regularly or optionally. Spellings with i in ОU records are plentiful,
but the traditional ь spellings are frequent, too. Тhe high number of-i from
—ь before j is an earmark ofОU texts. The situation and the time-range do
not differ from that with -y from —ь in the same environment (see section 5b).
** V. Наncov. „Do istoriji zvukiv v ukrajins’kij movi. 1. Ukr. sity, pidijтaty, ro
zirpaty". ZIFИ 7—8, 1926; Н. Аndersen. „А Study in Diachronic Моrphophonemics:
Тhe Ukrainian Prefixes". Language 45, 4, 1969.
* Sobolevskij, Оёerki, p. 50; Rozov, pp. 74, 89, 106; А. Nikol'skij in RFИ 32,
1894, p. 288; V. Peretc in ZNTS 93 (1910), p. 28; G. Voskresenskijin SbOR/aS 31 (1883),
р. 31; G. Кryйanovskij 1889, p. 171; Trudy 9 АrxS, Vil'na (1893), II, М 1897, p. 279; I.
Svjencic'kyj in Ukrajins’ko-rus’kyj arxiv, VII. Lv 1911, p. 13; G. Кry2anovskijin Volynskij
istoriko-arxeologiéeskij sbornik 1. Zytomyr 1896, p. 48; Titov, p. 96; V. Peretc in SbрRJaS
I, 3, 1929, p. 27; I. Franko, Apokryfy i legendy z ukrajinskyx rukopysiv, III (NTS, Pamjatky
ukrajins’ko-rus koji movy i literatury, III), Lv 1902, p. 10; I. Райkevyё in NZbUёhТРr
1, 1929, p. 159; Моdzalevskij I, p. 13 and III, 98; Кlymentij Zinovijiv. Иirsi. Prypovisti
pospolyti. К 1971, p. 84; Ju. Javorskij. Novye rukopisпуе пахоаki и oblasti starinnoj karpa
torusskoj pis"тетnosti. Рr 1931, p. 115; Storоёenki I, К 1902, p. 36.
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Аlmost all examples involve verbal forms of 3 sg or pl: o(tь)сь тоi
разljubiti i my father shal1 1ove him", pravьda… izbaviti i "truth will salvage
him (Izb 1073); ousёknoti ja "they will behead them (РС ml lс); роёыeti
i "honors him" (Мst 1117); тоléxouti i "they besought him" (На1 1144); ста
juti i "they know him" (ВСV 12c) a.o. **
Such forms were no longer used by the end of the 14th c, except pro
bably as a mannerism. This explains their absence from 14th c charters.
c) Prefixes and prepositions did not end in —ь, except obь "about", an
alternate form to o ~ ob. Its very existence in ОU is dubious. Possibly obi
imase 'embrace 3 sg impf(Vуg 12c)" reflects such a form with the expected
change b > t.
к
Тhe findings of this study may be summarized, for ОU, as follows:
1. y did not participate in the loss of jers;
2. word-initial i (ii) did not participate in the loss of jers;
3. word-medial and word-final i preceded by i was identified with
and treated as b, i.e., it yielded ein a strong position and + in a weak po
sition.
4. i followd by j participated in the loss offers but was not identified
with ь. In a weak position, it yielded +, in a strong position, its reflex
was i (МоС y).
Septembar 1975. George Y. Sheveloo
Сolumbia University
Аbbreviations in the titles of the sources изed
АрFr — Fragment of Apostol (Аcts and Epistles)
АрХr — Ароstol (Аcts and Epistles) of Хrystynopil’
Аrх — Тhe Gospel of Archangel
ВGV — Везёdy Grigorija Velikago (Соmmentaries on the Gospel by Gregory the
Great)
ВybАр — Ароstol of Byblo
Сh — charter
DG — Didactic Gospel (Jevanhelyje иёytel'noje)
** Izbornik... 1073, ft. 27v, 36; АSPh 6, 1882, p. 231; Е. Кarskij. Trudy po be
lorusskoти i drugin slavjanskтт jazykaт. М 1962, p. 17; V. Jagié in SbОRjaS 33 (1884),
2, p. 95); Р. Корко. Issledovanie o jazyke „Веsed na Evangelija". Lv 1909, p. 44.
** Т. Sudnik in UZISl 27 (1963), p. 193.
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Dobr — Dobrilo’s Gospel
Duma — Duma kozackaia o woyni s kozakamy nad rikoiu Styru
ЕРСross — Сross of Princess Euphrosyne of Polock, inscription. Маnufactured
presumably in Кiev.
ЕSPrm — Fragments of sermons by St. Ephraem the Syriac in a copy made pos
sibly in Peremysl"
Еvs — The Gospel written by the priest's son Evsevij
FlРs — The Psalter preserved in Florence, Italy
Gal — Кliuё razитёnija by Ioannykij Galjatovskyj
GalG — Тhe Gospel written in Galicia in 1266—1304, probably 1288
Наi — Тhe Gospel of Halyё
Нank — Сodex of von Наnkenstein; НankМ — text written in the 14th c on
margins of Наnk
НоrG — Тhe Gospel from Horodysée
Нrab — Dёjstoyja... brany Bohdana Хnel'nyc'koho by Hryhorij Нrabjanka
Нust — Сhronicle of the Нustyn monastery
Нур — Сhronicle in the Hypatian recension (quoted by year entries)
IU2 — Нraтatyka slovenskaja by Ivan U2evyё
IV — Кny3ka, a collection of works by Ivan Vysens’ky)
Izb 1073 — Prince Svjatoslav Izbornik
Izb 1076 — Аnthology (Izbornik) of 1076
Izm — 1зтarahd, anthology copied between 1462 and 1496
jaz1G — Тhe didactic Gospel of Jazlovec'
JurG —Тhe Gospel commissioned by the St. George (Jurij) Мonastery of Novgorod
Кор — Тheological writings of Z. Коруstens’kyj
Коtl — „Еnejida" by Ivan Коtljarevskyj (quoted with reference to chapter and
stanza)
КТriod — Triodion published in Кiev
КZ — Рoems by Кlymentij Zinovijiv
LG — Тhe Gospel of Luc’k
Litk — Тhe Gospel of Litky
Lst — Lustracija (census) of castles in the Grand Duchy of Lithuania
LvrG — Тhe Gospel of the Lavrysevo Мonastery written before 1329
Маrg — Pokrajni заруsy (records on margins of church books)
МichG — Тhe Gospel of the St. Мichael Моnastery in Кiev
М) — Dictionarium Sclauо-Роionicum by Маrian from Jasliska
Моh — Diary (tales of miracles and notes) by Меtroplitan Petro Моhyla
Моld — Мoldavian charters
Мst —The Gospel of Prince Мstislay, before 1117
Njag — Sermons from Njagiv
Оnuf — Рoems by Archimandrite Оnufrij of Кharkov
РА — Раndects of Antiochus
РАК — Мunicipal (court) books of Poltava
РВ — Раmvа Веrynda's poems (1623) and Leksykon Sloveno-rosskyj (1627)
РС — Раssio S. Сondrati
РеretcG — Тhe Gospel described by V. Реretc, ca 1510
РеrProl — Proloh from Peremysl"
РG — Тhe Gospel of Putna (Bukovyna)
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РКМ — Мunicipal books of Pyrjatyn
РIkrp — Тhe Polikarp Gospel
Рrsp — Тhe Gospel of Peresopnycja (Volhynia)
РSin — Patericon Sinaiticum
Rad — Sermons of Ant. Radyvylovsky)
Reg — Register of Cossacks after the Тreaty of Zboriv
RК — Котёaja (Nomocanon) of Rjazan" (copied from Кievan original)
Sak — Иёr;ё па 3alosnyj pohreb застоho rycera Petra Копа$evyёa Sahajdaёnoho
bу К. Sakovyё and assistants
SES — Slova (sermons) by Ephraem Syriac
Sln — Leksykon slovenolatynskyj bу А. Коrec'kyj-Satanovskyj and Je. Slavynec'kyi
Smyd — Сhronicle by Samovydec'
UК — Кljuё, anthology from the Uglia Моnastery (Transcarpathia)
Usp — Uspenskij sbornik
Verk — Verkovié's Gospel
ZahorivG — Тhe Gospel of Zahoriv (Volhynia)
2SО — 2itije Savy Osvjaséenago (The Life of St. Sava)
Аbbrewtations иSed in the bibliography
АЛиZR — Аrxio Jugo-zapadnoj Rossii. Кiev.
Аrх. Еv. — Arxangel'skoe Evangelie 1092 g. М 1912
АSPh — Archiv für slavische Philologie. Веrlin.
СОПDR — Сtenija v Imperatorskот objёestve istorii i drevnostej rossijskix. Моsсow.
СОNL — Сteniia o Istoriéeskот obséestoe Nestora Letopisca. Кiev.
DS — Denkschriften der Каiserlichen (Оsterreichischen) Akademie der Wissenschaf
ten. Philosophisch-historische Кlasse. Vienna.
IsslRja — (Russian Academy of Sciences). Issledovanija po ruskoти jazyku. SPb.
Izbornik... 1073g. — Izbornik velikogo kпjagja Svjatoslava Jaroslavièа 1073 goda.
SPb 1880 (reprinted Wiesbaden 1965).
Izbornik 107бg. — V. Golysenko, V. Dubrovina, V. Dem'janov, G. Nefedov.
Izbornik 1076 goda. Моsсow 1965.
Кatu2niacki 1888 — Ае. Кайuzniacki. Мотитетta linguae paleoslovenicae collecta
et in lисeт edita. Vienna 1888.
Кайu2niacki 1896 — Ае. Кайuzniacki. Actus epistolaeqие apostolorит paleoslove
пice, ad fideт codices Christinopolitani saeculo xii scripti. Vienna 1896.
Кryzanovskij — G. Кryйanovskij. Rukopisnye evangelija kievskix knigoxranilisé.
Кiev 1889.
Моdzalevskij — V. Мodzalevskij ed. Aktovye knigi Poltavskogo gorodovogo игjada,
1 — 3. Сernihiv 1912—1914.
МS — manuscript. The following manuscripts have been used: FlРs — The
Рsalter of Florence, Italy (Вiblioteca Мефicea Laurenziana. Сourtesy of Professor Саrlo
Verdiani); Наnk — Сodex of von Hankenstein (Nationalbibliothek, Vienna); LavrG —
the Gospel of Lavrysevo monastery (Вiblioteka Czartoryskich, Warsaw).
МZbU3hТРr — Naukovyj zbirnyk U3horods’koho tovarystva Prosvita. U2horod.
РSRL — Polnoe sobranie russkix letopisej. SPb and Моsсow.
RFИ — Russkij filologideskij vestnik. Warsaw and Каzan".
Rozov — V. Rozov. Ukrajins’ki hramoty. Кiev 1928.
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Samovydec — Оr. Levickij ed. Letopis Saтovidca po novootkrytym spiskaт. Кiev
1878.
SbОRJaS, SbрRJaS — (Russian Academy of Sciences). Sbornik Оtdelenija russkogo
Jazyka i slopesnosti, later Sbornik po russkoти jazyku i slovesnosti. SPb.
Sinajskij paterik — V. Golysenko, V, Dubrovina. Sinajskij paterik. Моsсow 1967.
Sobolevskij, Оёerki — А. Sobolevskij. Оёerki iz istorii russkogo jazyka. Кiev 1884.
(Тwo paginations).
Storоёenki — Storоёenki. Famil'nyj arxiv, vols., 1 and б. Кiev 1902, 1908.
Тitov— Х. Тitov. Маierialy dlia istoriji kпуёnoji spravy na Иkrajini w XVI—XVIII
ov. Кiev 1924.
Тrudy ArxS — Тrudy... arxeologiéeskogo s'esda.
Uspenskij sbornik — S. Коrkov ed. Uspenskij sbornik XII—XIII vv. Моsсow 1971.
UZISI — Uёenye zapiski Instituta slavjanovedenija. Моsсow.
Voskresenskij — G. Voskresenskij. Dreone-slavjanskoe evangelie. Вpangelie ot Маrka.
Sergiev Posad 1894.
Vysens’kyj — Ivan Vysens’kyj. Троту. Кiev 1959.
ZIFИ — (Ukrainian Academy of Sciences). Zapysky Istoryёно-filolohiènoho viddilи.
Кiev.
ZNТК — Zapysky Naukovoho Tovarystva о Куjeoi. Кiev.
2NTS — Zapysky Naukovoho tovarystva iт. Т. Sevёenka. Lvov.
Рез и ме
George Y. Sheve 1 o v
О ПРОБЛЕМУ УЧЕШТ,А Y И 1 У ГУБЛЬЕНЬУ ПОЛУГЛАСНИКА
У прасловенском jезику кратки вокали i и й прешли су у полу
гласнике, али у суседству J, вокал і се сачувао неизменен, док je й
претворено у у y веhини диjалеката (у свима осим у руском). У по
jединим словенским jезицима, у доцниje време, ови гласови i и убили
су обухваheни процесима губльеньа полугласника. Мера ове обухваhe
ности и рефлекси у разним положajима вариpajу одjедног словенског
jезика до другог, делимично услед неіеднаког статуса вокалског кван
титета. Збогове околности претрпели су неуспех покуша)и дасе утврде
правилности кофе би важиле за све словенске jезике.
Ова; чланак себави посебно овим проблемом у праукрафинском и
староукрабинском, где je дистинкциjа измеhу дугих и кратких вокала
била изгубльена пре губльеньа полугласника. Анализа диjалекатских по
датака и оних из писаних споменика воде закльучку да у било коiег по
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рекла и инициjално i- (ji-) нису учествовали у губльеньу полугласника,
дa je медиjално и финално изa j било потпуно идентификовано са ь,
док je медиjално і испред j учествовало у губльеньу полугласника тако
што се губило у слабом положajya чувало y jаком; и то без икакве из
мене, то jест без изjедначаваньa ca ь у погледу вокалског квалитета.
